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Abstract

Motivation: Somatic DNA copy number alterations (CNAs) arise in tumor tissue because of underlying genomic in-
stability. Recurrent CNAs that occur in the same genomic region across multiple independent samples are of interest
to researchers because they may contain genes that contribute to the cancer phenotype. However, differences in
copy number states between cancers are also commonly of interest, for example when comparing tumors with dis-
tinct morphologies in the same anatomic location. Current methodologies are limited by their inability to perform
direct comparisons of CNAs between tumor cohorts, and thus they cannot formally assess the statistical significance
of observed copy number differences or identify regions of the genome where these differences occur.

Results: We introduce the DiNAMIC.Duo R package that can be used to identify recurrent CNAs in a single cohort or
recurrent copy number differences between two cohorts, including when neither cohort is copy neutral. The package
utilizes Python scripts for computational efficiency and provides functionality for producing figures and summary
output files.

Availability and implementation: The DiNAMIC.Duo R package is available from CRAN at https://cran.r-project.org/
web/packages/DiNAMIC.Duo/index.html. This article uses publicly available data from the Broad Institute TCGA
Genome Data Analysis Center, https://doi.org/10.7908/C11G0KM9.

Contact: vwalter1@pennstatehealth.psu.edu

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Genomic instability is a hallmark of cancer, and it can lead to vari-
ous structural variants, including DNA copy number alterations
(CNAs). Some CNAs, termed recurrent, are observed in the same
genomic region across multiple independent samples. It is believed
that recurrent CNAs arise because they provide a selective advan-
tage for either cancer initiation, cancer promotion or therapeutic re-
sistance. For example, amplifications can lead to elevated expression
of oncogenes, thus driving increased cell proliferation or invasive-
ness; similarly, losses of tumor suppressor genes may result in com-
promised cell cycle regulation or DNA damage repair. In contrast,
sporadic CNAs that are randomly scattered across the genome are
less likely to be biologically relevant. Several bioinformatics tools
have been developed to identify recurrent CNAs in a single tumor

cohort, including GISTIC (Beroukhim et al., 2007), RUBIC (van
Dyk et al., 2016) and DiNAMIC (Walter et al., 2011), all of which
operate under the null hypothesis that there are no recurrent CNAs.
These tools have been used in multi-omics tumor profiling analyses,
as evidenced by the application of GISTIC in studies conducted by
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) Research Network.

Remarkably, there appear to be no existing tools to identify re-
current copy number differences between two cohorts, such as when
the comparator groups are two sets of tumors. In contrast, the corre-
sponding analysis for gene expression data—namely, identifying dif-
ferentially expressed genes in two conditions—is a fundamental part
of many gene expression profiling studies. Instead, copy number dif-
ferences are typically inferred by analyzing each cohort separately
and comparing the results. For example, in the TCGA study of head
and neck squamous cell carcinoma (The Cancer Genome Atlas
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Network, 2015), separate GISTIC analyses of patients with and
without human papillomavirus (HPV) infection showed that gains
of the oncogene EGFR were common in HPV-negative patients but
largely absent in HPV-positive subjects. While this information is
useful, the analysis approach has limitations because the groups are
not compared directly. Thus it is not possible to assess the statistical
significance of the observed copy number differences, nor can one
accurately identify regions of the genome where these differences
occur. This motivated our interest in developing DiNAMIC.Duo,
which builds upon and extends DiNAMIC by leveraging the theoret-
ical studies of cyclic shift testing (Walter et al., 2015).
DiNAMIC.Duo provides additional functionality not present in
DiNAMIC, and it achieves gains in computational efficiency by uti-
lizing Python scripts. The DiNAMIC.Duo R package is available
from CRAN.

2 DiNAMIC.Duo workflow and outputs

A DiNAMIC.Duo analysis of copy number differences starts with
matrices X and Y that contain quantitative gene-level copy number
measurements. Gains or losses in single cohort can be analyzed by
setting Y ¼ NULL. Entries of X and Y are assumed to be on the log-
ratio scale and normalized so that zero corresponds to copy neutral;
negative and positive values correspond to losses and gains, respect-
ively. Rows of X and Y are indexed by a common set of genes that
appear in genomic order in the autosomes; columns of X and Y cor-
respond to independent samples. DiNAMIC.Duo includes function-
ality to query the biomaRt R package and reformat X and Y, if
necessary.

We write Xi and Y i for the mean DNA copy number value of gene
i in X and Y, respectively. Briefly, for all genes i, observed differences
in gene-level means Xi � Y i are calculated. Positive and negative copy
number differences are analyzed separately, and here we restrict atten-
tion to positive differences; negative differences are handled similarly.
Suppose the largest copy number difference, maxiðXi � Y iÞ, is
observed at gene k ¼ argmaxðXi � Y iÞ. If pXjðXÞ and pYjðYÞ represent
cyclic shifts of X and Y, respectively, for j¼1,. . .,n, the empirical null

distribution fmaxiðpXj Xð Þ i � pYjðYÞ iÞg
n
j¼1is used to assess the statistic-

al significance of maxiðXi � Y iÞ. DiNAMIC.Duo’s peeling algorithm
is then applied to modify entries of X and Y so that copy number dif-

ferences Xi � Y i in a genomic region around gene k are neutral, while
copy number differences in the remainder of the genome remain un-
changed. Thus multiple peaks corresponding to positive copy number
differences across the genome can be identified by iteratively applying
the peeling algorithm. Our approach makes it possible to use the same
null distribution to assess the significance of multiple positive peaks
while controlling the familywise error rate. Additionally, because

maxiðXi � Y iÞ is invariant under constant cyclic shifts, our theoretical
study of cyclic shift testing (Walter et al., 2015) implies that
DiNAMIC.Duo’s P-values are asymptotically consistent. Details of our
approach for assessing statistical significance, the peeling algorithm
and examples of summary output files and plots are provided in the
Supplementary Material.

3 Application to lung cancer

Lung cancers are the leading cause of cancer-related deaths, and
lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) and lung squamous cell carcinoma
(LUSC) are the most common types of non-small cell lung cancer.
Two recent studies used gene expression data from the TCGA
LUAD and LUSC cohorts (The Cancer Genome Atlas Research
Network, 2014, 2012) to identify predictive biomarkers (Chen and
Dhahbi, 2021) and differences in key signaling pathways
(Anusewicz et al., 2020). Numerous differentially expressed genes
were observed, including TP63, PIK3CA and SOX2 (all chr3q),
NKX2-1 (chr14q13) and E2F1 (chr20q11). Figure 1 shows genome-
wide mean gene-level copy number values from the TCGA LUAD
(solid line) and LUSC (dashed line) cohorts, as well as differences
LUAD � LUSC (dotted line). The pronounced positive and negative

peaks for LUAD � LUSC suggest the presence of numerous genomic
regions containing statistically significant differences. The results in
Supplementary Table S1 confirm these observations, and indeed all
of the genes noted above lie in regions identified by DiNAMIC.Duo.
Thus underlying copy number differences may drive the observed
differences in expression. Copy number gains of the MYC oncogene
(chr8q24) leading to increased expression have been observed in
both LUAD and LUSC. Interestingly, although Anusewicz et al.
(2020) found that MYC was differentially expressed, we observed
no statistically significant copy number differences in this region.

Both LUAD and LUSC exhibit numerous recurrent copy number
gains and losses, some of which appear in the same genomic region.
By directly comparing two tumor cohorts, DiNAMIC.Duo provides
insight that is not possible with single cohort methods. For example,
statistically significant losses of CDKN2A are observed in both
LUAD and LUSC. The differences for CDKN2A in LUAD � LUSC
are statistically significant and negative, thus showing that losses are
more pronounced in LUSC. In contrast, even though statistically sig-
nificant gains of EGFR are observed in both tumor types, the differ-
ences of EGFR in LUAD � LUSC are not significant. Single cohort
methods cannot make this distinction.

4 Simulation studies

We used two different approaches to simulate DNA copy number
matrices X and Y, including the method from the original
DiNAMIC manuscript. Our results demonstrate that
DiNAMIC.Duo detects recurrent copy number differences and that
power increases as the effect size of the difference grows. Variations
in tumor purity and ploidy are known to complicate DNA copy
number analyses. We found that differing levels of normal contam-
ination in X and Y increase the likelihood of identifying statistically
significant differences when gains of equal effect size are present in
both matrices at the same locus. Details of the simulation studies
can be found in the Supplementary Material.

5 Conclusion

We introduce DiNAMIC.Duo, a novel tool for detecting recurrent
DNA copy number differences between two tumor cohorts. By ana-
lyzing publicly available TCGA lung cancer data, we identify
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Fig. 1. DNA copy number differences in lung cancer. Genome-wide plots of mean

DNA copy number values from the TCGA studies of lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD,

solid line) and lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC, dashed line). Mean copy num-

ber differences LUAD � LUSC are shown in the dotted line, many of which are

highly significant.
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underlying copy number differences that may drive differential gene
expression identified in recent studies.
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